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1974 REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES (NO. 2) Chap. 117 1081 
CHAPTER 117 
The Regional Municipalities Amendment Act, 1974 
Assented to December 20tli, 1974 
HER MAJESTY, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Ontario, enacts as 
follows: 
PART I 
THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF OTTAWA-CARLETON 
1. Section 17 of The Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton~e~~'nacted 
A cl, being chapter 407 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, 
is repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
17.-(1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act,t~;t~8'ian 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead and, 
while so acting, such member has and may exercise all the 
rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a mem- Idem 
her of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stead of the chairman when the chairman is absent 
from the Regional Area or absent through illness or his office 
is vacant and, while so acting, such member has and may 
exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
2. Section 27 of the said Act, as amended by the Statutes of~;;~nacted 
Ontario, 1971, chapter 74, section I and 1972, chapter 126, 
section 3, is repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
27.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the~f!t~6u~~gn 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility for ~e~~~~~Y 
the supply and distribution of water in the Regional Arca, Corporation 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance, 
operation, improvement and the extension of waterworks 
systems and the financing thereof, and all the provisions of 
any general Act relating to such supply and distribution of 
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water and the financing thereof, by a municipal corporation 
or a local board thereof and all of the provisions of any 
special Act relating to such supply and distribution of water 
and the financing thereof by an area municipality or a local 
board thereof, apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Cor-
poration, except the power to establish a public utilities 
comm1ss1on. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost of the construction, operation, main-
tenance and d.ebt charges of such supply and distribution of 
water by establishing one or more urban service areas with 
the approval of the l\fonicipal Board, and raising the. moneys 
required by imposing a rate or rates in such area or areas or 
may raise the moneys required by any other method or 
methods authorized by law or by any combination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local 
Improvement A ct, or any other Act involving the use of a 
collector's roll, an area municipality shall provide all infor-
mation requested by the Regional Corporation for the pur-
pose of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and 
the clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the 
special assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treas-
urer of the area municipality concerned who shall enter the 
special assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same 
in the same manner as taxes and remit the same with the 
penalties, if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Cor-
poration. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed 
under The Local Improvement Act or under section 362 of 
The Jl,funicipal Act, the Regional Corporation may require 
any area municipality to collect the sums required for 
financing such supply and distribution of water either by a 
general rate in the area municipality or by a special rate on 
an urban service area within such area municipality and 
such special rate does not require the approval of the l.Iuni-
ci pal Board. 
(5) ~otwithstanding any general or special Act , the 
Municipal Board may hear and determine any application 
hy the Regional Corporation for approval of any under-
taking, work, project or scheme relating to such supply 
and distribution of water without having rq~ard to the 
methods by which the Regional Corporation intends to 
recover the costs of the undertaking, work, project or ~chrme 
for which approval is being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the l\lunicipal Board 
for its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
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undertaking, work, project or scheme approved hy the Board 
under subsection S and the Board docs not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method hy which the cost, or the portion of the cost 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall 
be recovered. 
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(7) Subject to suhsection 11, on and after the 1st day of Area.munici-
. . , h l h . pahties, no January, 1975, no area muntc1pahty s al ave or exerc1sepowerto 
d A f l I d d . "h . supplyand any powers un er any ct or sue l supp y an JStn ut10naistribute 
of water, or the financing thereof. water 
(8) All waterworks, supIJly svstcms, meters, mechanical Vestingt or 
• J proper y rn 
cqmpment and all n:al and personal property of any natureRegionaI. 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and 
distribution of water in the Regional Area by an area muni-
cipality is vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 
1st day of January, 1969, and no compensation or damages 
shall he payable to any area municipality in respc:ct thereof. 
Corporation 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation Pfayments 1 . , . , . . o pr1nctpa 
of any area municipality all amounts of principal and inter- and interest 
b . d d. d b f l to area est ccommg uc upon any outstan mg c t o soc l area mupi.ci-
municipality in respect of the property assumed by the pahties 
Regional Corporation under subsection 8, but nothing in this 
subsection requires the Regional Corporation to pay that 
portion of the amounts of principal and interest that under 
The Locat Improvement Act is payable as the owners' share ~·f5~>. mo. 
of a local improvement work. 
( 10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay·- Interest to 
. . . be charged 
mcnt or portion thereof as requtred by subsect10n 9, the by a1:e~ . 
. . 1. l h R . l C . munic1pahty area mumc1pa 1ty may c large t e eg10na orporat10n ' 
interest thereon at the rate of 12 per cent per annum from 
the date such payment or portion thereof becomes due until 
made, or at such lower rate of interest as the council of the 
area municipality by by-law determines. 
(11) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreementsAgreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality in respect of 
the matters provided for in this Part. 
3. Section 30 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto the ~·.!"nded 
following subsection: 
(2) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the ~i;xr~vat or 
Municipal Board may hear and determine any application by underi~~ing, 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, etc. 
work, project or scheme relating to the collection and dis-
1084 
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posal of sewage without having regard to the methods hy 
which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs 
of the undertaking, work, project or scheme. 
4. Subsection 1 of section 124 of the said Act, as amended by 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 138, section 19, is 
further amended by inserting after "254" in the second line 
"subsection 3 of section 308" and by inserting after "3" in the 
second line "10, 11, 12". 
5. Section 127 af the said Act is amended by striking out "not 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the 
regional levy is apportioned among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 92" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which 
grant or grants there is no express authority provided by any 
other Act" in the eighth and ninth lines. 
6. Subsection 3 of section 140a of the said Act, as enacted by 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1971, chapter 74, section 4, is amended 
by striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such pro-
perty, which fees may vary in respect of different classes of 
waste" in the ninth, tenth and eleventh lines and inserting 
in lieu thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the 
use of such property, which rates or charges may relate to 
the volume, weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the 
Regional Council considers appropriate in the circumstances''. 
PART II 
THE REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF NIAGARA 
7. Section 17 of The Regional 114 unicipality of Niagara A ct, 
being chapter 406 of the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, 
is repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
17.-(1) \Nhen the chairman is absent or refuses to act, or 
his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead and , 
while so acting, such member has and may exercise all the 
rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may hy hy-law appoint a mem-
her of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stead of the chairman when the chairman is ab,;ent 
from the Regional Arca or absent through illness or his office 
is vacant and, while so acting, such member has and may 
exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
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8. Section 2ia of the said Act, as enacted by the Statutes of:~~~ded 
Ontario, 1972, chapter 51, section 2, is amended by adding 
thereto the following subsection: 
(2) N otwithstan<ling any general or special Act, the (5~W~vt~ or 
:VIunicipal Board may hear ancl determine any application undertaking. 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any under- etc. 
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the supply and 
distribution of water without having regard to the methods 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the 
costs of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
9. -( l) Subsection l of section 54 of the said Act, as re-enacted ~~!~~ed 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 54, section 
2, is amended by striking out "or constructed" in the 
eighth line and inserting in lieu thereof "constructed or 
to be constructed". 
(2) The sai<l section 54 is amended by adding thereto the~;.!·nded 
following subsections: 
(3) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the ~P~~~~t~ of 
J\'lunicipal Board may hear and determine any application undertaking. 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any under- etc. 
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the collection 
and disposal of sewage without having regard to tlu: methods 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the 
costs of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(4) Where application is made to the Municipal Board for~oM~s of 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an · · · 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved hy the Board 
under subsection 3 and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may 
direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of the 
cost in respect of which the application is not approved, 
shall be recovered. 
10. Subsection l of section 154 of the said Act, as re-enacted hy~~~~~~d. 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1972, chapter S 1, section 14 and 
amended by 1973, chapter 158, section 6, is further amended 
by striking out "and 254" in the S!'cond line and inserting 
in lieu thereof "254, subsection 3 of section 308 and section 348" 
and by inserting after "3" in the second line "10, 11, 12". 
11. Section 157 of the said Act is amendPd by striking out "not ~Ji~~ded 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one~tcnth of on!' 
1086 
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mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the 
regional levy is apportionerl among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 119" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines anrl by striking out "and for which 
grant or grants there is no express authority provirlerl by any 
other Act" in the eighth and ninth lines. 
12. Subsection 3 of section 172 of the said Act is amended by 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such pro-
perty, whicli fees may vary in respect of different classes of 
waste" in the eighth. ninth anrl tenth lines and inserting in 
lieu thereof "anrl may prescribe rates or charges for the use 
of such property, which rates or charges may relate to the 
volume, weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the Regional 
Council considers appropriafr in the circumstances". 
PAI~T III 
THE REGJONAL MUNICIPALITY (H° YORK 
13. Ser.lion 17 of The Regional Jiunicipality of York Act, being 
chapter 408 of the Reviser! Statutes of Ontario, 1970, is 
repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
1 7 ( 1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act , 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead and, 
while so acting, such member has and may exercise all the 
rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The f{egional Council may by by-law appoint a mem-
ber of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stearl of the chairman when the chairman is 
absent from the Regional Area or absent through illne,;~ or 
his office is vacant and, while so acting, such member has 
and may exercise all the rights , powers and authority of t he 
chairman. 
1-1. Section 27a of the said Act, as enacted hv the Statutes of 
Ontario, 1972, chapter 78, section 3, is amended b~' adding 
thereto the following subsections: 
(6) K otwithstanding any general or special Act , the :\h mi-
cipal Board may hear and determine any application by t he 
Hegional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, work , 
project or scheme relating to the supply and distribution 
of water without having regard to the nwthods hy \\'hicb the 
Hegional Corporation intends to recoyer the costs of t he 
undertaking, work. project or c:;cherne for which appro\'al io. 
being sought. 
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(7) Where application is made to the :\Iunicipal Board for~~.'if.sof 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme apprm:ed by the Board 
under subsection 6 and the Board docs not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost in 
respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
15. Section 48 of the said Act is amended bv adding thereto the s. 48. 
amended following subsections: 
(la) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the 3.~r~vf~ of 
l\fonicipal Board may hear and determine any applicationundertaking-, 
by the Regional Corporation for the approval of any under- etc. 
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the collection 
and disposal of sewage without having regard to the methods 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the 
costs of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(lb) Where application is ma(le to the l\fonicipal Board for b~.lf.sof 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme apprm:ed by the Board 
under subsection la and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost in 
respect of which the application is not approved, shall he 
recovered. 
tfJ. Subsection 16 of section 114 of the sai(l Act 1s repealed ancl~~~!~i~62ed 
the following substituted therefor: 
17. 
18. 
(16) If an area municipality fails to make any paymentDefault 
as provided in the by-law, interl'st shall be added at the rate 
of 12 per cent per annum, or such lower rate a,; the Regional 
Council determines, from the date payment is due nntil it is 
made. 
Subsection 1 of section 149 of the said Act, as amended hy tlie~i,~9n~i(i 
Statutes of Ontario, 1972, chapter 153, section 1 and 1973. 
chapter 156, section 7, is further amendl'd by striking out 
"and 25-1" in the second line and inserting in lieu thereof "25.f, 
subsection 3 of section 308 and section 348" and by insert-
ing after "3" in the second line "10, 11, 12". 
Section I 52 of the said Act io> amended by striking out "nots.152. 
. amended 
to exceed m any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one 
mill in the dollar upon the total ao.;sessment 11pon .wJiich the 
regional levy b apportioned among tlw area rn11nicipalitics 
1088 
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under subsection 3 of section 114" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which grant 
or grants tlwre i,.; no express authority provided by any other 
Act" in the eighth and ninth lines. 
t n. Subsection 3 of section 166 of the said Act is amended bv 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such pr~­
perty, which fees may vary in respect of different classes of 
waste" in the eighth, ninth and tenth lines and inserting in lieu 
thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of such 
property, which rates or charges may relaie to the volume, 
weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
PART IV 
THE REGIO::-<"AL MC:-J'ICIPALITY OF WATERLOO 
20. Section l8 of The R e[!,ional Municlpality of lYaterloo Art , 1972, 
being chapter 105, is repealed and the following substituted 
therefor: 
18.- (1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act, or 
his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead and, 
while so acting, such member has and may exercise all the 
rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a mem-
ber of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stead of the chairman when the chairman is absent 
from the Regional Area or absent through illness or his 
office is vacant and, while so acting, such member has and 
may exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the 
chairman. 
21 . Section 29 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto the 
following subsections: 
(la) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the 
Municipal Board may hear and determine any applicat10n 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any under-
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the supply and 
distribution of water without having regard to the method,; 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recon"r the 
costs of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(lb) Where application is made to the J[unicipal Board for 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
1974 REGIOJ\AL MUNICIPALITIES (>10. 2) Chap. 117 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection la and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost in 
respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
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22. Section 51 of the said Act is amended by adding thereto thes.51. 
amended following subsections: 
(1 a) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the Approval of 
'I . . l B d h d d . 1 · . O.M.B. to 
.v un1c1pa oar may ear an etermme any app 1cat10n undertaking-, 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any under-etc. 
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the collection 
and disposal of sewage without having regard to the methods 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the 
costs of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(lb) \Vhere application is made to the Municipal Board for ~'.'r,';_'Jf8 of 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection la and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost in 
respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
23. Subsection 1 of section 158 of the said Act, a.<> amended by~d,-~80~12a. 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1972, chapter 164, section 3 and 1973, 
chapter 137, section 9, is further amended by striking out 
24. 
25. 
"and 254" in the second line and inserting in lieu thereof 
"254, subsection 3 of section 308 and section 348" and by 
inserting after "3" in the second line "10, 11, 12". 
Section 161 of the said Act is amended by striking out "nots.161,d ct 
. amen e 
to exceed m any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the 
regional levy is apportioned among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 122" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which grant 
or grants there is no express authority provided by any other 
Act" in the eighth, ninth and tenth lines. 
Subsection 3 of section 175 of the said Act is amended bys 175 <3l. 
.k. " l h f f h f h amended stn mg out am may c arge ces or t f' use o sue pro· 
perty, which fees may vary in respect of different classes of 
waste" in the eighth, ninth and tenth lines and inserting in 
lieu thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of 
such property, which rates or charges may relate to the volume, 
1090 
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weight or class of waste, or otherwise as the Rq~ional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". · 
PART V 
THE HEGIONAL Ml::-IICIPALITY OF SCDRCRY 
2H. Section 18 of The Regional J'funicipality of Sudbuty Act, 1972, 
heing chapter l 04, is repealed and the following suhstituted 
therefor: 
18.- (l) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act, or 
his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead and, 
while so acting, such memher has and may exercise all the 
rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a mem-
ber of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stead of the chairman when the chairman is absent 
from the Regional Area or absent through illness or his office 
is vacant and, while so acting, such memher has and may 
exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
27. Section 29 of the said Act, as amended hy the Statutes of 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 139, section 4, is repealed and the 
following substituted therefor: 
29.--(l) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility for 
the supply and distribution of \Yater in the Regional Arca, 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance , 
operation, improvement and the extension of waterworks 
systems and the financing thereof, and all the provisions of 
any general Act relating to such supply and distrihution 
of water and the financing thereof by a municipal cor-
poration or a local hoard thereof and all of the provisions of 
any special Act relating to such supply and distribution 
of water and the financing thereof by an area municipality 
or a local board thereof, apply mutatis mutandis to t hC' 
Regional Corporation, except the power to establish a public 
utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance thC' whole or 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distrihution of water by establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the I\Iunicipal Board and 
raising the moneys required hy imposing a rate or rate,; in 
such area or areas, or may raise the moneys req11ircd by any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any c-orn-
bination thereof. 
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(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local Preparation 
• . of special 
Improvement Act, or anv other Act mvolvmg the use of aassessment 
11 ' 11 " . . 1· h 11 ·a ll . f rolls and co ector s ro , an area mumcipa tty s a provt e a Jn orma- collection of 
. d b l R . l C . f h special twn requeste y t 1e eg10na orporat10n or t e purpose assessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the~~5r 1910. 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the c 
special assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the 
treasurer of the area municipality concerned who shall 
enter the special assessments on the collector's roll and 
collect the same in the same manner as taxes and remit 
the same with the penalties, if any, to the treasurer of the 
Regional Corporation. 
(4) \Vhere the Regional Corporation does not proceedR0 egional. . orporat10n 
under The Local Improvement Act or under section 362 of may require 
T ' 'f · · l A h R · L C · . ania munic1-1te it' unicipa. ct, t e eg10na orporat10n may reqmrepality to 
any area municipality to collect the sums required for~~~;Js 
financing such supplv and distribution of water either by aR.S0.1970. 
1 . h " . . 1. b . I cc. 2ss. 2a4 genera rate 111 t e area mumc1pa 1ty or y a speoa rate 
on an urban service area within such area municipality and 
such special rate does not require the approval of the 
Municipal Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the(jg,¥'.Bvt~ of 
}funicipal Board may hear and determine any applicationundertaking, 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, etc. 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and distribu-
tion of water without having regard to the methods by 
which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs 
of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the :Vlunicipal Board for ~o~~:s or 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the 
Board under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve 
the application or approves it in part only, the Board may 
direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
(7) Subj.ect to subsection 13 on or after the lst dav ofArearnumci-
, J pal1 ties. 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercisl'nopowerto 
I A f h 1 d d . .b . 8upplyand any poviers unc er any ct or sue supp y an 1stn utton di"tr1bute 
wa.ter 
of water, or the financing thereof. 
(8} All waterworks, suqpJu systems meters, rnec!tanicalVestini;of 
. t J ' property in 
eqmpment and all real and personal property of any naturC'Regional. 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and Corporation 
distribution of water and all other assets, liabilities and 
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surpluses or deficits, including reserves, of the local mumc1-
palities relating to any facility for such supply and distribu-
tion of water in the Regional Area or for any area munici-
pality is vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 
1st day of January, 1973, and no compensa tion or damages 
shall be payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
assumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, but 
nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Corporation 
to pay that portion of the amounts of principal and interest 
that under The Local Improvement Act is payable as the 
owners' share of a Local improvement work. 
(10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality 
may charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rate 
of 12 per cent per annum thereon, or such lower rate as 
the council of the area municipality determines, from such 
date until payment is made. 
(11) With respect to any agreements entered into by any 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting such supply and distribution of water, the Regional 
Corporation shall, on and after the 1st day of January, 1973, 
stand in the place and stead of such municipality or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) The Regional Corporation may enter into agree-
ments with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, 
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality , 
with respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agn'e-
ment with any area municipality or Local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of the cost of the supply and di,;tribu-
tion of water. 
(14) The clerk of an area municipality shall, on notice to 
him by the treasurer of the Regional Corporation of an 
amount due in respect of the supply of water and h>· whom 
it is due and the lands on which a lien is claimed, enter the 
amount due upon the collector's roll of the area munici-
pality and subsections 2, 3 and .+ of section 30 of Th,· Public 
Utilities A ct apply. and the moneys collected <.hall bt' for-
warded to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
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(15) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st dayExbtsttng . 
...... . . . ur an service 
of December, 1914, pertammg to the purposes of H11s Part, areas 
in an area municipality continue until such time as the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
28. Section 31 of the said Act, as re-enacted by the Statutes of ~e~~hacted 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 139, section 5, is repealed and the follow-
ing substituted therefor: · 
31.- (1) On and after the 1st dav of fanuarv, 1975, theRcegional_ 
. . - ' . - . orporatton Reg10nal Corporat10n shall, except as provided m sub- responsi-
. 12 l 1 1 ·b·1· f l II . .Jb1l1tyfor sect10n , iavc· tic so e responst 11ty or t le co ect10n anucollection 
di!;posal of all sewage in the Regional Area, including the~f~e~!~~sal 
establishment, construction, maintenance, operation and 
financing thereof, and all the provisions of any general 
Act relating to such collection and disposal of such sewage 
and the financing thneof by a municipal corporation or a 
local board thereof and all the provisions of any special Act 
relating to such collection and disposal of such sewage and 
the financing thc·rcof by an area municipality or a local 
board thereof apply mutatls mutandis to the Regional Cor-
poration, except the power lo establish a public utilitie~ 
comm1ss10n. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or:.viethod or 
f . l . h 1. financing any part o the cost, me udmg t e estab tshment, con-
struction, maintenance, operation and debt charges. of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate. which 
does not require the approval of the :\lunicipal 
Roard, and such surcharge shall be collecu1 b;,- in 
the same mannc·r as water ratc·s: 
(b) by establishing one or more urban service areas 
with the approval of the Ylunicipal Board and im-
posing a rate or rates in such area or areas; or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized by law or 
bv anv combination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation JlfOCeeds under Thr roca/Prepar.ation of spemal 
Improvement A ct, or anv other Act involving the use of aasffssment 
11 ' Jl - . . 1 · l l\ . 1 11 . f ro sand co ector s ro , an area murnctpa 1ty s ia prov1c e a m orma~collection 
· l l l R · I (' · [ l of specJal tlon requeste< )y t ie eg1ona orporat10n or t H' purposcassessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment roll~. and the~~,? 1970, 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned \Vho shall enter tlw special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in tlw 
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same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed by 
imposing a surcharge on the water rate, or under The Local 
lmprnvement A ct, or under section 362 of The Munici"pal 
Act, the Regional Corporation may require any area munici-
pality to collect the sums required for financing the collection 
and disposal of sewage either by a general rate in the area 
municipality or by a special rate on an urban service area 
within such area municipality, and such special rate does not 
require the approval of the l\hmicipal Board. 
(5) Kotwithstanding any general or special Act, the 
~Iunicipal Board may hear and determine any application 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any under-
taking, work, project or scheme relating to the collection and 
disposal of sewage without having regard to the methods by 
which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs 
of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which approval 
is being sought. 
{6) \Vhere application is made to the }funicipal Board for 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the 
Board under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve 
the application or approves it in part only, the Board may 
direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of the 
cost in respect of which the application is not approved, 
shall be recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st day of 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall ha\T or exerci"'e 
any powers under any Act for the collection and disposal 
of sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in 
subsection 12 
(8) All sewage works, sewer systems and treatment works, 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinery, eq11ip-
ment, devices, intakes and outfalls or outlets, or other 
works designed for the interception, collection, settling, 
treating, dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewagl', 
including all assets and liabilities, surpluses, reserves and 
deficits of an area municipality relating thereto, except ao. 
provided in subsection 12, and all real and personal property 
of anv nature whatsoever used sole!\' for the purpose of 
the c~llection and disposal of such s:wage in the Regional 
Arca by any area municipality are vested in the Regional 
Corporation on the 1st day of January, 1973, and no com-
pensation or damages shall be payable to any an>a municipality 
in respect thereof. 
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(9) The Regional Corporation shall pav to the corpora-R
0
egional. 
· f · · 1· f , h \ d II orporat1on t10n o any area mumc1pa ity be ore t e cue ate a lial!ility 
amounts of principal and interest becoming due upon any 
outstanding debt of such area municipality in respect of 
the property assumed by the Regional Corporation under 
subsection 8, but nothing in this subsection requires the 
Regional Corporation to pay that portion of the amounts 
of principal and interest that, under The local Improve- ~.·~5~> 1970· 
ment Act, is payable as the O\vners' share of the local 
improvement work. 
( 10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any Default 
payment as required by subsection 9, the area munici-
pality may charge the I~egional Corporation interest at the 
rate of 12 per cent per annum thereon or such lower 
rate as the council of the area municipality determines 
from such date until payment is made. 
(11) \Vi th respect to any agreemcnb entered into by any Agreements 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting the interception, collecting, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of se\vage, except as 
provided for in subsection 12, the Regional Corporation 
shall stand in the place and stead of such municipality or 
local board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
. (12) Su~ject to subsecti~n 13,. each. area mu111cipality*1r;,~icipa1tty 
is responsible for Land clramagc, mcluchng storm, surface, responsi-
. b11ttyfor 
overflow, subsurface, or seepage waters or other dramagcstorm 
from land, within the municipality and including tf1edramage 
drainage of any road in the municipality that docs not 
form part of the regional road system. 
(13) The Regional Corporation ryiay undertake such land ~~~~~:iion 
drainage, including the assumption of any \vork or works maky u
1 
ndder-
f . . , , . h . h l l ta e an o an area mumc1pahty pertammg t ereto, rn t c w 10 edrainage 
or any part or parts of the Regional Arca, and where theprogram 
Regional Corporation does so the provisions of this Part 
apply, mutatis mutandis, to the establishment, construction, 
maintenance, operation and financing thereof. 
(14) The I~egional Corporation may enter into agreemenb Agreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, includ-
ing a regional, district or metropolitan municipality with 
respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(15) The Regional Corporation may enter inlo an agree- rctem 
ment with any area municipality or local board llien•of 
regarding the recovery of costs of the collection and 
disposal of sewage. 
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(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st 
day of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this 
Part, in an area municipality continue until such time 
as the Regional Council otherwise determines. 
29. Section 35 of the said Act, as amended by the Statutes of 
Onta~io, 1973, chapter 139, section 6, is further amended 
by adding thereto the following subsection: 
(3) The Regional Council shall be responsible for making 
all municipal appointments to the board of any public 
hospital in the Regional Area. 
30. Subsection 3 of section 77 of the said Act is amended by 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such 
property, which fees may vary in respect of different classes 
of waste" in the eighth, ninth and tenth Lines and inserting 
in lieu thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the 
use of such property, which rates or charges may relate to 
the volume. weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the 
Regional Council considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
31. -(1) Subsection 1 ol section 115 of the said Act, as amended 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 139, section 11, 
is lurther amended hy striking out "and 254" in the 
second line and inserting in lieu thereof "254, subsection 
3 of section 308 and section 348" and by inserting 
after "3" in the second line "10, 11, 12". 
(2) The said section 115 is amended hy adding thereto 
the following subsection: 
( 1 a) Where the Regional Council passes a by-law under 
subsection 1 of section 362a of The Jfunicipal A ct, the 
council of any area municipality may exercise the powers 
contained in subsections 5, 6 and 7 of the said section, 
as if the by-law passed by the Regional Council had been 
passed by th,e council of such area municipality. 
32, (1) Section 117 of the said Act is amended by striking out 
"not exceeding $50,000 in any one year" in the first 
and second lines. 
(2) The said section 117 is furiher amended by adding 
thereto the following snbsections: 
(2) Paragraph 50 of subsection 1 of section 35-! and 
section 395 of The Municipal A ct apply mutatis 111ula11dis 
to the Regional Corporation and no area municipality shall 
exercise any such power, save and except in rE'spcct of 
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those lands acquired or held by a local municipality on 
or before the 1st day of January, 1975. 
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(3) The Regional Corporation shall be deemed to have Appli<'.a.tion 
had the authority conferred under subsection 2 since the 
1st day of January, 1974. 
:-!3. Section 118 of the said Act is amended by striking out "not !·d.~8~ded 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of om: 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the 
regional Levy is apportioned among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 81" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which 
grant or grants there is no express authority provided by 
any other Act" in the eighth, ninth and tenth Lines. 
PART VI 
THE REGIONAL :V!CNlCll'ALITY OF PEEL 
a4. Section 18 of The Regional Jlunicipality of Peel A ct, 197 3, ~e~!nacted 
being chapter 60, is repealed and the following substituted 
therefor: 
18.-(1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act, ~ii';t~~a.n 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead 
and, while so acting, such member has and may exercise 
all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a Idem 
member of the Regional Council to act from time to time 
in the place and stead of the chairman when the chairman 
is absent from the Regional Arca or absent through 
illness or his office is vacant and, while so acting, such 
member has and may exercise all the rights, powers and 
authority of the chairman. 
35. Subsection 3 of section 26 of the said Act is amended by ~~~~~ea 
adding at the end thereof "but this provision shall not apply 
in the year 1974". 
36. Section 76, as amended by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, ~~:!~:ited 
chapter 161, section 5, and section 77 of the said Act arc 
repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
76.- (1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975.~1upp)bya~d . " ~tr1 u t10n 
the Regrnnal Corporation shall have the sole responsibilityorwaterby 
f h - 1 <l <l' 'b . f . h R - 1Reg10na.l or t e supp y an istn utlon o water m t c cg10na Corporat1on 
Arca, including the establishment, construction, mainten-
ance, operation, improvement and the exten,.;ion of water-
works systems and the financing thereof and all the 
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provisions of any general Act relating to such supply and 
distribution of water and the financing thereof by a 
municipal corporation or a local board thereof and all of 
the provisions of any special Act relating to such supply 
and distribution of water and the financing thereof by an area 
municipality or a local board thereof, apply mutatis mutandis 
to the Regional Corporation, except the power to establish 
a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distribution of water by establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the Municipal Board and 
raising the moneys required by imposing a rate or rates in 
such area or areas or may raise the moneys required by any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any com-
bination thereof. 
(.3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local 
Improvement Act, or any other Act involving the use of 
a collectors roll, an area municipality shall provide all 
information requested by the Regional Corporation for the 
purpose of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, 
and the clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying 
the special assessment rolls, shall forward the same to 
the treasurer of the area municipality concerned who 
shall enter the special assessments on the collector's roll and 
collect the same in the same manner as taxes and remit 
the same with the penalties, if any, to the treasurer of the 
Regional Corporation. 
(4) \iVhere the Regional Corporation docs not proceed 
under The Local Improvement A ct or under section 362 of 
The Afunfripal Act, the Regional Corporation may require 
any area municipality to collect the sums required for 
financing such supply and distribution of water either by a 
general rate in the area municipality or by a special rate 
on an urban service area within such area municipality 
and such special rate does not require the approyal of the 
Municipal Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act , the 
Municipal Board may hear and determine any application 
by the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and 
distribution of water without having regard to the methods 
by \vhich the Regional Corporation intrnds to recoyer tht' 
costs of the undertaking, work , project or ~cherne for which 
a pproval is being sought . 
(6) \Vhcrc application is made to the l\funicipal Hoard for 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost oi an 
1974 REGIONAL MUNlClPALITIES (NO. 2) Chap. 117 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the 
Board under subsection 5 and the Board docs not approve 
the application or approves it in part only. the Board 
may direct the method by which the cost. or the portion 
of the cost in respect of which the application is not approved, 
shall be recovered. 
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(7) SubJ"cct to subsection 13 on or after the lst day of Areamun1c1-
' pall ties, 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercise ~o power to 
cl A f h 1 d d . .b . supplyand any powers un er any · ct or sue supp y an 1stn ut10n distrfbute 
f h fi . h f water o water, or t e nancmg t ereo . 
(8) All waterworks SUf>f>ly systems meters mechanical Vesting of 
. ' ' ' property in 
eqmpment and all real and personal property of any Regional. Corpora ti on 
nature whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the 
supply and distribution of water and all other assets, 
liabilities and surpluses or deficits, including reserves, of 
the Local municipalities relating to any facility for such 
supply and distribution of water in the Regional Area 
or for any area municipality is vested in the Regional 
Corporation effective the 1st day of January, 1974, and no 
compensation or damages shall be payable to any area 
municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corpora- Pfay'?1e~ts 
. f . - 1· b f h d d II o principal t1on o any area mumc1pa 1ty e ore t e uc ate a and interest. 
f . . ) l . b . d toarearnum-amounts o pnnc1pa anc mterest ecommg ue upon any cipalities 
outstanding debt of such area municipality in respect of 
the property assumed by the Regional Corporation under 
subsection 8, but nothing in this subsection requires the 
Regional Corporation to pay that portion of the amounts 
of principal and interest that under The Local Improvement ~·~f-1970, 
Act is payable as the owners' share of a local improvement 
work. 
( l 0) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any Interest to 
. d b b . 9 L . . 1. be charged payment as reqmre y su sect10n , t le area mun1c1pa 1tybya~e~ . 
h . . . rnumc1pal!ty may c arge the Regional Corporat10n interest at the rate 
of 12 per cent per annum thereon, or such lower rate as 
the council of the area municipality determines, from such 
elate until payment is made. 
(11) With respect to any agreements entered into hy Agreements 
any municipality or local board thereof in the Regional 
Area respecting such supply an<l distribution of water, the 
Regional Corporation shall, on and after the I st day of 
January, 1974, stand in the place and stead of such 
municipality or local board for all purposes of any such 
agreement. 
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(12) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, with respect 
to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree-
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of the cost of the supply and 
distribution of water. 
(14) The clerk of an area municipality shall, on notice 
to him by the treasurer of the Regional Corp0ration of an 
amount due in respect of the supply of water and by 
whom it is due and the lands on which a lien is claimed, 
enter the amount due upon the collector's roll of the 
area municipality and subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 
30 of The Public Utilities Act apply and the moneys collected 
shall be forwarded to the treasurer of the Regional 
Corporation. 
(15) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st 
day of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this 
Part, in an area municipality continue until such time as 
the Regional Council otherwise determines. 
77.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall, except as provided in sub-
section 12, have the sole responsibility for the collection 
and disposal of all sewage in the Regional Arca, including 
the establishment, construction, maintenance, operation and 
financing thereof, and all the provisions of any general 
Act relating to such collection and disposal of such sewage 
and the financing thereof hy a municipal corporation or 
a local board thereof and all the provisions of any special 
Act relating to such collection and disposal of such sewage 
and the financing thereof by an area municipality or a 
local hoard thereof apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional 
Corporation, except the power to establish a public utilities 
commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost, including the establishment , con-
struction, maintenance, operation and debt charges, of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate, which 
docs not require the approval of the ~Iunicipal 
Board, and such surcharge shall be collectable in the 
same manner as water rates; 
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(b) by establishing one or more urban service areas 
\vith the approval of the :vlunicipal Board and 
imposing a rate or rates in such area or areas; or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized by law or 
by any combination thereof. 
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(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local Pfrepar!'-t1ion A h A . ] . h f o spec1a Improvement ct, or any ot er ct mvo vrng t e use o a assessment 
ll ' ll . . J. h ll . l ll . f rolls and co ector s ro , an area mum cl pa 1 ty s a provlC e a m or ma- ~ollectio,n 
. d b h R . l C . f h of speUla' t10n requeste y t e eg10na orporat10n or t e purposeassessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the RS.o 1970. 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special c. 255 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer 
of the area municipality concerned who shall enter the 
special assessments on the collector's roll and collect the 
same in the same manner as taxes and remit the same 
with the penalties, if any, to the treasurer of the Regional 
Corporation. 
(4) WhNe the Regional Corporation rloes not proceed bv Regional 
• , J CorporaL!on 
imposing a surcharge on the \vat er rate, or under The Local may requir·e 
I A d . 362 Th "f . . l area mun1~1-mprovement ct, or un er sect10n of e lVJ umcipa pality to 
A h R · 1 C · · . . collect ct, t e eg1ona orporation may reqmre any area mumc1- moneys 
pality to collect the sums required for financing the required 
' d d' · RS.0.1970, 
collect10n an 1sposal of sewage e1 ther by a general ratec~ 255. 284 
in the area municipality or by a special rate on an urban 
service area within such area municipality and such special 
rate does not require the approval of the Municipal Board. 
(5} Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the ~1i!Jr~valof 
i\fonicipal Board may hear and determine any application by underl;~!ng. 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, etc 
work, project or scheme relating to the collection and 
disposal of sewage without having regard to the methods 
by which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the 
costs of the undertaking, \vork, project or scheme for 
which approval is being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the Municipal Board 61-!.~·sof 
for its approval to the method of recovering- the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or sche1rn· approved by the 
Board under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve 
the application or approves it in part only, the Board 
may direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of 
the cost in respect of which the application is not approved, 
shall be recovered. 
(7) S11bject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st dav of No area 1.1 J mun1c1pa 1 .y 
January, 1975. no area municipality shall have or exercise to collect. and dispose of 
sewage 
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any powers under any Act for the collection and disposal 
of sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in 
subsection 12. 
. (8) All sewage works, sewer systems and treatment works, 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinery, equip-
ment, devices, intakes and outfalls or outlets, or other works 
designed for the interception, collection, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, including all 
assets and liabilities, surpluses, reserves and deficits of an 
area municipality relating thereto, except as provided in sub-
section 12, and all real and personal property of any nature 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the collection and 
disposal of such se\vage in the Regional Arca by any area 
municipality are vested in the Regional Corporation on the 
1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or damages 
shall be payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
a..-;sumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, but 
nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Corporation 
to pay that portion of the amounts of principal and interest 
that under The Local Improvement Act, is payable as the 
owners' share of the local improvement work. 
( 10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-
men t as required by subsection 9, the area municipality 
may charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rate of 
12 per cent per annum thereon or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) With respect to any agreements entered into by any 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting the interception, collecting, settling, trea ting. 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, except as 
provided for in subsection 12, the Regional Corporation shall 
stand in the place and stead of such municipality or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) Subject to subsection 13, each area municipality is 
responsible for land drainage, including storm, surface, 
overflow, subsurface, or seepage waters or other drainage 
from land, within the municipality and including the 
d rainage of any road in the municipality that does not fonn 
part of the regional road system. 
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(13) The Regional Cor1mrntion may undertake such land Rcegionat1. orpora ion 
drainage, including the assumption of any work or works of rnay under-
. . . 1. . . h . l h l take land an area mumc1pa 1tv pertammg t ercto, In t tc w o e or anyctralnage 
- · program part or parts of the Regional Area, and where the Regional 
Corporation does so the provisions of this Part apply, 
mutatis mutandis, to the establishment, construction, main-
tenance, operation and financing thereof. 
(14) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreements Agreements 
\\ ith the corporation of any ad joining municipality, includ-
mg a regional, district or metropolitan municipality with 
respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(15) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree- 1dem 
mrnt with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of costs of the collection and dis-
posal of sewage. 
(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st day ~;'~!~~~rvice 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, inareas 
an area municipality continue until such time as the Regional 
Council otherwise determines. 
37. -(1) Subsection 1 of section 115 of the said Act, as amended~~~5n~2d. 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 161, section 6, 
is further amended by striking out "and 254" in the 
third line and inserting in lieu thereof "254, subsection 3 
of section 308 and section 348" and by inserting after 
"9" in the third Linc "10, 11, 12". 
(2) The said section 115, as amended by the Statutes ofs.11s.d d 
. a.men e 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 161 , sect10n 6 and 1974, chapter 5, 
section 3, is further amended by adding thereto the 
following subsection; 
(I a) Where the Regional Council passes a by-Law under~eo:~s:~d 
subsection 1 of section 362a of The Afunicipal A ct, the council water . 
f . . 1. . I . d connections o any area mu111c1pa lty may exercise t 1e powers contame 
in subsections 5, 6 and 7 of the said section, as if the by-law 
passed by the Regional C~mncil had been passed by the 
council of such area municipality. 
:l8. Section 118 of the said Act is amended by striking out "not~r!,~8nded 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which tlH' 
regional levy is apportioned among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 81" in the first, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which 
grant or grants then· is no express authority provided by any 
other Act" in the eighth, ninth and tenth Lines. 
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3U. Subsection 3 of section 131 of the said Act is amended by 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such pro-
perty, which fees may vary in respect of different classes of 
waste" in the ninth and tenth lines and inserting in lieu thereof 
_"and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of such pro-
perty, which rates or charges may relate to the volume, 
weight, or clas..-; of waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
PART VTI 
THE I{EGIONAL MUKTCTPALJTY OF HALT0'.'11 
40. Section 18 of The Regional Ilfanicipahty of Hatton Act, 1973, 
being chapter 70, is repealed and the following substituted 
therefor: 
18.-(1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act, 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolu-
tion appoint one of its members to act in his place and 
stead and, while so acting, such member has and may 
exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a member 
of the Regional Council to act from time to time in the 
place and stead of the chairman when the chairman is absent 
from the Regional Arca or absent through illness or his 
office is vacant and, while so acting, such member has 
and may exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the 
chairman. 
41- Section 76, as amended by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, 
chapter 162, section 7, and section 77 of the said Act arc 
repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
76. (1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility for 
the supply and distribution of water in the Regional Arca , 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance, oper-
ation, improvement and the extension of waterworks systems 
and the financing thereof and all the provisions of any 
general Act relating to such supply and distribution of 
water and the financing thereof by a municipal corporation 
or a local board thereof and all of the provisions of any 
special Act relating to such supply and distribution of water 
and the financing thereof by an area municipality or a local 
board thereof, apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Cor-
poration, except the power to establish a public utilities 
commission. 
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(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the v.rhole or Metho.dof financmg 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distribution of water by establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the Municipal Board, and 
raising the moneys required by imposing a rate or rates in 
such• area or areas or may raise the moneys required by any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any com- · 
bination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local ~f~E:~~1i0n 
1 mprovement A ct, or any other Act involving the use of a assessment 
. . "d . f rolls and 
collector's roll, an area municipahty shall prov1 e all m orma- collection 
. d b h R . ] C . f h ofspeclal t10n requeste y t e eg10na orporatton or t e purpose assessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the H..s.0.1970, 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special c . 255 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in 
the same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation docs not proceed under Regional_ 
. , Corporation 
The Local I mprnvement A ct or under sect10n 362 of The may requir~ 
'" · · z A h R · 1 C · . areamumci-lnUntcipa ct, t e eg10na orporat10n may reqmre anypalityto 
. . 1 · \) I . d f fi . collect area mumc1pa 1ty to co cct tie sums requlfe or nancmg moneys 
such supply and distribution of water either by a general R.s.o. mo. 
. h . . l" b . l cc. 255. 284 
rate m t e area mumc1pa 1ty or y a specia rate on an 
urban service area within such area municipality and such 
special rate does not require the approval of the Municipal 
Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the Muni-~lfv'!~i'lvfJ 0f 
cipal Board may hear and determine any application by the ~fc~ertak1ng 
Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and distribu-
tion of water without having regard to the methods by which 
the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, work, project or scheme for which approyal 
is being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the Municipal Board forPowers or 
. O.ME 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the 
Board under subsection 5 and the Board docs not approve 
the application or approves it in part only, the Board may 
direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of the 
cost in respect of which the application is not approved, shall 
be recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 13, on or after the 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have 
1st dav of Area_m_uni· 
J • clpal1 ties. no 
or exercise power to 
supply and distribute 
water 
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any powers under any Act for such supply and distribution 
of water, or the financing thereof. 
(8) All waterworks, supply systems, meters, mechanical 
, equipment and all real and personal property of any nature 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and 
distribution of water and all other assets, liabilities and sur-
pluses or deficits, including reserves, of the local munici-
palities relating to any facility for such supply and distribu-
tion of water in the Regional Area or for any area munici-
pality is vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 
1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or damages 
shall he payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts 
of principal and interest becoming due upon any out-
standing debt of such area municipality in respect of the 
property assumed by the Regional Corporation under sub-
section 8, but nothing in this subsection requires the Regional 
Corporation to pay that portion of the amounts of principal 
and interest that under The Local Improvement Act is payable 
as the mvners' share of a local improvement work. 
(10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may 
charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rate of 12 
per cent per annum thereon, or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines, from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) With respect to any agreements entered into by any 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting such supply and distribution of water, the 
Regional Corporation shall, on and after the 1st day of 
January, 1974, stand in the place and stead of such munici-
pality or local hoard for all purposes of any such agreement. 
( 12) The Regional Corporation may enter in to agree-
ments with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, 
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, 
with respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree-
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof re-
garding the recovery of the cost of the supply and distribution 
of water. 
(14) The clerk of an area municipality shall, on noti\e 
to him by the treasurer of the Regional Corporation of <ln 
amount due in respect of the supply of water and by whom 
it is due and the lands on which a lien is claimed, enter the 
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amount due upon the collector's roll of the area municipality 
and subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 30 of The Public ~fci~· 1970, 
Utilities Act apply and the moneys collected shall be for-
warded to the trc~a"urer of the Regional Corporation. 
(15) All urban service areas as they exist on 
of December, 1974, pc~rtaining to the purposes 
in an area municipality continue until such 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
the 31st day Existing 
urban service 
of this Part, areas 
time as the 
77.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, theRegional. 
u · al C · I LI 'd d . b . 12 Corporation, n .. eg10n orporat10n s la , except as prov1 e m su sect ton , responsibility 
h h 1 ·b·1· f h ll · d d. l for collection ave t c so e respons1 1 tty or t c co echon an 1sposa ancl disposal 
of all sewage in the Regional Area, including the establish- of sewage 
ment, construction, maintenance, operation and financing 
thereof, and all the provisions of any general Act relating 
to such collection and disposal of such sewage and the 
financing thereof by a municipal corporation or a local board 
thereof and all the provisions of any special Act relating to 
such collection and disposal of such sewage and the financing 
thereof by an area municipality or a local board thereof 
apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Corporation, except 
the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or Mfi etho.d of 
nanc1ng 
any part of the cost, including the establishment. con· 
struction, maintenance, operation and debt charges, of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate, which 
does not require the approval of the Municipal 
Board and such surcharge shall be collectable in the 
same manner as watc~r rates; 
(b) by establishing one or more urban service areas \vith 
the approval of the ~lunicipal Board and imposing 
a rate or rates in such area or areas; or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized by law or by 
any combination thereof. 
(3) J f the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local Pfreparat1ion o spec1a 
Improvement Act, or any other Act involving the use of a asses,,ment 
11 ' 11 · · 1. l . . f rolls and co cctor s ro , an area murncipa 1ty sha 1 provide all m orma- collection of 
tion requested by the Regional Corporation for the purpose ~~;~!::Uents 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the R.:f5~ 1970. 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special c. 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
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same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed by 
imposing a surcharge on the water rate, or under The Local 
Improvement Act, or under section 362 of The J.Vfunicipal 
A ct, the Regional Corporation may require any area muni-
cipality to collect the sums required for financing the 
collection and disposal of sewage either by a general rate 
in the area municipality or by a special rate on an urban 
service area within such area municipality and such special 
rate does not require the approval of the Municipal Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the ~luni­
cipal Board may hear and determine any application by the 
Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, work, 
project or scheme relating to the collection and disposal of 
sewage without having regard to the methods by which the 
Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, work, project or scheme for which approval is 
being sought. 
(6) \Vhere application is made to the Municipal Board 
for its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection S and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may 
direct the method by which the cost, or the portion of the 
cost in respect of which the application is not approved, 
shall be recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st ·day of 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercise 
any powers under any Act for the collection and disposal of 
sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in sub-
section 12. 
(8) All sewage works, sewer systems and treatment works, 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinery, equipment , 
devices, intakes and outfalls or outlets, or other works designed 
for the interception, collection, settling, treating, dispersing , 
disposing or discharging of sewage, including all assets and 
liabilities, surpluses, reserves and deficits of an area munici-
pality relating thereto, except as provided in subsection 12, 
and all real and personal property of any nature whatsoen•r 
used solely for the purpose of the collection and disposal of 
such sewage in the Regional Area by any area municipality 
are vested in the Regional Corporation on the 1st da~' of 
January, 1974, and no compensation or damages shall be 
payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
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(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation Regional_ 
· Corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of Hability 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
assumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8. but 
nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Corporation 
to pay that portion of the amounts of principal and interest· 
that, under The Local Im:provemenl Act, is payable as the ~-~5~- 1970. 
owners' share of the local improvement work. 
( 10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any payment Default 
as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may charge 
the Regional Corporation interest at the rate of 12 per cent 
per annum thereon or such lower rate as the council of the 
area municipality determines from such date until payment 
is made. 
(11) \¥ith respect to any agreements entered into by any Agreements 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting the interception, collecting, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, except as pro-
vided for in subsection 12, the Regional Corporation shall 
stand in the place and stead of such municipality or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) Sub). ect to subsection 13, each area munici1>ality is Area. . 1.t . . . , mun1mpa t y 
responsible for land dramage, mcludrng storm, surface, over- responsibility 
. for storm flow, subsurface, or seepage waters or other dramag(~ frorndrainage 
land, within the municipality and including the drainage of 
any road in the municipality that does not form part of the 
regional road system. 
(13) Th(~ Regional Corporation mav undertake such land Regional. 
" Corporation 
drainage, including the assumption of anv work or works of may under-
. . . . . h ." h take land 
an area mumctpahty pertammg t ereto, m the w ole or any drainage 
part or parts of the Regional Area, and where the Regional program 
Corpora ti on does so the provisions of this Part" apply, mutatis 
mutandis, to the establishment, construction, maintenance, 
operation and financing thereof. 
(14) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreements Agreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality with respect 
to the matters provided for in this Part. 
( 15) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree- Idem 
ment with any area municipality or local board then·of 
regarding the recovery of costs of the collection and dispo~al 
of sewage. 
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(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st day 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, 
in an area municipality continue until such time as the Regional 
Council otherwise determines. 
42.-(1) Subsection 1 of section 115 of the said Act, as amended 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 162, section 8, 
is further amended by striking out "and 254" in the third 
line and inserting in lieu thereof "254, subsection 3 of 
section 308 and section 348" and by inserting after "9" 
in the third line "10, 11, 12". 
(2) The said section 115, as amended by the Statutes of 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 162, section 8 and 1974, chapter S, 
section 4, is further amended by adding thereto the follow-
ing subsection: 
(1a) Where the Regional Council passes a by-law under 
subsection 1 of section 362a of The 1'1unicipal Act, the council 
of any area municipality may exercise the pO\vers contained 
in subsections 5, 6 and 7 of the said section, as if the by-
law passed by the Regional Council had been passed by 
the council of such area municipality. 
43. Section 118 of the said Act is amended by striking out " not 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one mill 
in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the regional 
levy is apportioned among the area municipalities under sub-
section 3 of section 81" in the first, second, third, fourth and 
fifth lines and by striking out "and for \•lhich grant or grants 
there is no express authority provided by any other Act" in 
the ninth and tenth lines. 
44. Subsection 3 of section 131 of the said Act is amended by 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such property, 
which fees may vary in respect of different classes of waste'' 
in the ninth, tenth and eleventh lines and inserting in lieu 
thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of 
such property,' which rates or charges may relate to the volume, 
weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
PART VIII 
THE REGIONAL llIU::<!JCJPALITY OF HAllfILTON-WENT\\'ORTH 
45. Section 18 of The Regional Municipality of Ham11ton-Jl'cntu•orth 
Act, 1973, being chapter 74, is repealed and the followin~ sub-
stituted therefor: 
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18.-(1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act, or~Ji'!l~~an 
his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolution 
appoint one of its members to act in his place and stead 
and, while so acting, such member has and may exercise all 
the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint aldem 
member of the Regional Council to act from time to time 
in the place and stead of the chairman when the chairman 
is absent from the Regional Area or absent through illness 
or his office is vacant and, while so acting, such member 
has and may exercise all the rights, powers and authority 
of the chairman. 
46. Section 76, as amended by the Statutc-s of Ontario, 1973, ~~~~~1Jted 
chapter 163, section 6, and section 77 of the said Act are 
repealed and the following substituted therefor: 
76.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the~~~¥f6~~gn 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility forofwate.r 
h I l d . . b . f . h R . l A by Regional t e supp y am 1stn ut10n o water m t e eg10na rea, Corporation 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance, oper-
ation, improvement and the extension of waterworks systems 
and the financing thereof and all the provisions of any 
general Act relating to such supply and distribution of water 
and the fmancing thereof by a municipal corporation or a 
local board thereof and all of the provisions of any special 
Act relating to such supply and distribution of water and 
the financing thereof by an area municipality or a local board 
thereof, apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Corporation, 
except the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole orW;!~~i~~r 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distribution of water by establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the Municipal Board and 
raising the moneys required by imposing a rate or rates in 
such area or areas or may raise the moneys required by any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any com-
bination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local ~gg:~r;lon 
Improvement Act, or anv other Act involving the use of aassessment 
]I ' 11 , • · 1. h 11 'd II · f rolls and co ector s ro , an area mumc1pa ity s a prov1 e a m orma-collect.ion 
. . l b h R . ! C . f h of spemal t10n re4uestel y t e eg1ona orporat1on or t e purpose assessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the ~·~sr· 1970· 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shalt enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in 
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the same manner as taxes and remit the same with the 
penalties, if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) \Vhere the Regional Corporation does not proceed under 
The Local Improvement A ct or under section 362 of The 
lviunicipal Act, the Regional Corporation may require any 
area municipality to collect the sums required for financing 
such supply and distribution of water either by a general 
rate in the area municipality or by a special rate on an 
urban service area within such area municipality and such 
special rate does not require the approval of the I\Junicipal 
Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the 
l\fonicipal Board may hear and determine any application by 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and distribu-
tion of water without having regard to the methods by 
which the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs 
of the undertaking, work, project or scheme for which 
approval is being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the Municipal Board for 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection 5 and the Board docs not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 13, on or after the 1st day of 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercise 
any powers under any Act for such supply and distribution 
of water, or the financing thereof. 
(8) All waterworks, supply systems, meters, mechanical 
equipment and all real and personal property of any nature 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and 
distribution of water and all other assets, liabilities and sur-
pluses or deficits, including reserves, of the local municipalities 
relating to any facility for such supply and distribution of 
water in the Regional Area or for any area municipality is 
vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 1st day of 
January, 1974, and no compensation or damage:; shall be 
payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
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assumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, 
but nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Cor-
poration to pay that portion of the amounts of principal 
1113 
and interest that, under The Local Improvement Act, is pavableR.S0.1970, 
' l 1 . " c. 255 
as the owners share of a oca improvement work. 
(10) Tf the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-interestto 
. . 9 . , l' e charged ment as reqmred by subsect10n , the area municipa 1ty mayoyare~ . 
. . . mummpal1ty 
charge the Reg10nal Corporation interest at the rate of 12 
per cent per annum thereon, or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines, from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) \Vith respect to any agreements entered into byAgreements 
any municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting such supply and distribution of water, the 
Regional Corporation shall, on and after the 1st rlay of 
January, 1974, stand in the place and stead of such muni-
cipality or local board for all purposes of any such agree-
ment. 
(12) The Regional Corporation may enter into agree-Idem 
ments with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, 
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, 
with respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree- Idem 
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of the cost of the supply and distribu-
tion of water. 
(14) The clerk of an area municipalit'' shall, on noticeE1ntrkyby • .J c er on 
to him by the treasurer of the Regional Corporation of an collector's 
. roll 
amount due m respect of the supply of water and hy whom 
it is due and the lands on which a lien is claimed, enter the 
amount due upon the collector's roll of the area municipality 
and subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 30 of The Public ~lo~.1970, 
Utilities A ct apply and the moneys collected shall be for- c 
warded to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(15) All urban service areas as they exist on the> 3bt day~;~!~~~rvice 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, areas 
in an area municipality continue until such lime as the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
77.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, tlwRei>ional_ 
R . 1 C . ] 11 .d· d . b . 12 Corporation eg10na orporat1on s ia , except as prov1 e in su scct10n , responsibility 
I I l 'b'l' f l l' · d d. l fforcollection 1a ve t 1e so e res pons I 1 1 ty or t 1e co 1ect1on an Is posa o and dlsposal 
all sewage in tlw Regional Area, including the establishment, otsewa.ge 
construction, maintenance, operation and financing thereof, 
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and all the provisions of any general Act relating to such 
collection and disposal of such sewage and the financing 
thereof by a municipal corporation or a local board thereof 
and all the provisions of any special Act relating to such 
collection and disposal of such sewage and the financing 
thereof by an area municipality or a local board thereof 
apply mutat£s mutandis to the Regional Corporation, except 
the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost, including the establishment, con-
struction, maintenance, operation and debt charge,.,, of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate, which 
does not require the approval of the :\Iunicipal Board 
and such surcharge shall be collectable in the same 
manner as water rates; 
(b) by establishing one or more urban service areas 
with the approval of the :\fonicipal Board and 
imposing a rate or rates in such area or areas; or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized by law or by 
any combination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local 
Improvement Act, or any other Act involving the use of a 
collector's roll, an area municipality shall provide all informa-
tion requested by the Regional Corporation for the purpose of 
the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed by 
imposing a surcharge on the water rate, or under The Local 
Improvement Act, or under section 362 of The ,1Junicipal 
Act, the Regional Corporation may require any area muni-
cipality to collect the sums required for financing the 
collection and disposal of sewage either by a general rate 
in the area municipality or by a special rate on an urban 
service area within such area municipality and such special 
rate does not require the approval of the Jlunicipal Board. 
(5) ~otwithstanding any general or special Act , the :\luni-
cipal Board may hear and determine any application b:.· the 
Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking. work. 
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project or scheme relating to the collection and disposal of 
sewage without having regard to the methods by which the 
Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the under-
taking, work, project or scheme for which approval is being 
sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the :\Iunicipal Board for0M'.~sor 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection S and the Board docs not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost. or the portion of the cost in 
respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st day of~~~l'~f:. 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercisepalityto 
. , collect and 
any pO\vers under any Act for the collect10n and disposal dispose of 
of sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in sewage 
subsection 12. 
(8) All sewage works, sewer svstems and treatment works, Vestingt 0 ! J proper y rn 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinc~ry, equipment,Rceglonal. 
l . . k l f ll 1 h k --' . --' orporat10n ( ev1ces, mta es an( out a s or out ets, or ot er wor s ues1gneu 
for the interception, collection, settling, treating, dispersing, 
disposing or discharging of sewage, including alt assets and 
liabilities, surpluses, reserves and deficits of an area munici-
pality relating thereto, except as provided in subsection 12, 
and all real and personal property of any nature whatsoever 
used solely for the purpose of the collection and disposal of 
such se\vage in the Regional Area by any area municipality 
are vested in the Regional Corporation on the 1st day of 
January, 1974, and no compensation or damages shall be 
payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation ~~f~~~:Lon 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts ofliability 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
assumed hy the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, but 
nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Corporation to 
pay that portion of the amounts of principal and intPrcst 
that, under The Local Improvement Act, is payable as the~·~5~. i 97o, 
owners' share of the local improvement work. 
( 10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay- Default 
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may 
charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rate of 12 
per cent per annum thereon or such lower rate as the council 
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of the area municipality determines from such date until 
payment is made. 
(11) \Vi th respect to any agreements entered into by any 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Area 
respecting the interception, collecting, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, except as pro-
vided for in subsection 12, the Regional Corporation shall 
starnl in the place and stead of such municipality or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) Subject to subsection 13, each area municipality is 
responsible for land drainage, including storm, surface, over-
flow, subsurface, or seepage waters or other drainage from 
land, within the municipality and including the drainage of 
any road in the municipality that does not form part of the 
regional road system. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may undertake such land 
drainage, including the assumption of any work or works of an 
area municipality pertaining thereto, in the whole or any part 
or parts of the Regional Arca, and where the Regional Corpora-
tion docs so the provisions of this Part apply. mutatis mutandis, 
to the establishment, construction, maintenance, operation 
and financing thereof. 
(14) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality with respect 
to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(15) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agreement 
with any area municipality or· local board thereof regarding 
the recovery of costs of the collection and disposal of sewage. 
(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st day 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, 
in an area municipality continue until such time as the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
47 .. - (1) Subsection 1 of section 115 of the said Act, as amended 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 163, o-ection 7. 
is further amended by striking out "and 25-1-" in the third 
line and inserting in lieu thereof "25-t, subsection 3 of 
section 308 and section 348" and by inserting after "()" 
in the third line "10, 11, 12". 
(2) The said section 115, as amended hv the Statutl's of 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 163, section 7 a;;<l 1974. chapter 5. 
section S, is further amenrle<l by adding thereto the follow-
ing subsection: 
197+ 
+8. 
40. 
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{la) \.Vhere the Re•,ional Council passes a bv-law under Loans re 
"' " sewer and 
subsection 1 of section J62a of The Municipal A ct, the council water _ 
f · · l' · . connections o any area mumc1pa 1ty may exercise the pmvers contamed R.s.0 _ 1970_ 
in suhsections 5, 6 and 7 of the said section, as if the bv-law c. 284 
passed by the Regional Council bad been passed b}· the 
council of such area municipality. 
Section 118 of the said Act is amended bv striking out "nots.us. 
" amended 
to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-tenth of one 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon which the 
regional levy is apportioned among the area municipalities 
under subsection 3 of section 81" in the 1irst, second, third, 
fourth and fifth lines and by striking out "and for which 
grant or grants there is no express authority provided by any 
other Act" in the eighth, ninth and tenth lines. 
Subsection 3 of section 131 of the said Act is amend('d by~·~!~<J~it 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such property, 
which fees may vary in respect of different classes of waste" 
in the ninth, tenth and eleventh lines and inserting in lieu 
thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of such 
property, which rates or charges may relate to the volume, 
weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
PART IX 
THE REGIONAL ~!UNICIP.\LITY Of DCRH1\M 
;jO. Section 18 of The Re[!Jonat M unicipaHty of Durham A rt, 197 3, ~e~:i:iacted 
being chapter 78, is repealed and the following substituted 
therefor: 
18.-(1) When the chairman is absent or refuses to act,~~;/~~an 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may hy resolu-
tion appoint one of its members to act in hi:-; place and 
stead and, \vhile so acting, such mcm ber has and may 
exercis(' all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
(2) The Regional Counril may by by-law appoint a memberldem 
of the Regional Council to act from time to time in th(' place 
and stead of the chairman when the chairman is abs<'nt 
from the Regional Area or absent through illnbs or his office 
is vacant and, while ~o acting, such member has and may 
exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman. 
51. Section 55:_ as amended by tl~c Statutes ~f Ontario, J()7J, ~~-~~-;;ted. 
chapter H-1, section 4, "cct10n .:i6, section St, a" anwndecl bvss.57.5B. 
l S f () · Io- 1 J 1 1 - · - l · repealed t w tat u tes o ntano. "1 ,1, c 1apter ""1, scct10n .:i anc S<'< -
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tion 58 of the said Act arc repealed and the following sub-
:-;tituted therefor: 
55.--(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility for 
the supply and distribution of water in the Regional Area, 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance, oper-
ation, improvement and the extension of waterworks systems 
and the financing thereof and all the provisions of any general 
Act relating to such supply and distribution of water and 
the financing thereof by a municipal corporation or a local 
board thereof and all of the provisions of any special Act 
relating to such supply and distribution of water and the 
financing thereof by an area municipality or a local board 
thereof, apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Corporation, 
except the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distribution of vv·ater bv establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the ::Vfunicipal Board and 
raising the moneys required by imposing a rate or rates in 
such area or area~ or may raise the moneys required by any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any com-
bination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local 
Improvement Act, or any other Act involving the use of a 
collector's roll, an area municipality shall provide all infonna-
tion requested by the Regional Corporation for the purpose 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the 
clerk of the Regional Corporation. after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties , 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation, 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed under 
The Local Improvement Act or under section 362 of The 
Municipal Act, the Regional Corporation may require any 
a.rea municipality to collect the sums required for financing 
such supply and distribution of water either by a general 
rate in the area municipality or by a special rate 011 an 
urban service area within such area municipality and such 
special rate does not require the approval of the Municipal 
Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act , the 
:\Iunicipal Board may hear and determine any application 
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by the l:{egional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and distribu-
tion of water without having regard to the methods hy which 
the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, work, project or scheme for which approval is 
being sought. 
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(6) Where application is made to the l\lunicipal Board for ~~r.li~sor 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 13, on or after the 1st day of ~1~~in\~,~i~0 
Jan uarv, 197 5, no area municir)alitv shall have or exercise power to • - . . . su ~)~)l.Y and 
anv powers under any Act for such supply and d1stnbut1on distrioul<i 
"' water 
of water, or the financing thereof. 
(8) All waterworks, su11rJlv S)'Stl'ms, meters, mechanical Vestingt o.f 
• proper y rn 
equipment and all real and personal propertv of anv natureRegionaI. 
· · Corporation 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and 
distribution of water and all other assets, liabilities and 
surpluses or deficits, including reserves, of the local munici-
palities relating to any facility for such supply and distribu-
tion of water in the Regional Arca or for any area munici-
pality is vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 
1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or damages 
shall he payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation ~ri~ci~~t•of 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts and interest 
of principal and interest becoming due upon anv outstanding~ua~·Fc~-
<l b f I .. 1. . f.I pal1~1es e t o sue) area mumc1pa 1ty m respect o t )e property 
assumed by the l~egional Corporation under subsection 8, but 
nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Corporation 
to pay that portion of the amounts of principal and inten~st 
that, under The Local Improvement A ct, is payable as tlw ~·~·f- 1970· 
owners' share of a local improvement work. 
(10) If the Regional Cor1wration fails to make anv TJav- Interest to 
. . < - l - ,,,. l c. ~- be charged 
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipalitv maybyarea 
1
. 
l I R . j ( . . l · f 1-2 mumc1pa 1t.v c iarge t w eg10na orporat1011 mterest at t 1P rat!' o 
per cent per annum thereon, or such lowcr rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines, from such da tc 
until payment is made. 
(11) \Vi th respect to any agreements en terC'd into hy Ag-rcenwnt.f; 
any municipality or local hoard thereof in tlw R<'gional 
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Arca respecting such supply and distribution of water, the 
Regional Corporation shall, on and after the 1st day of 
January, 1974, stand in the place and stead of such munici-
pality or local board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) The Regional Corporation may enter into agree-
ments with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, 
including a regional, <listrict or metropolitan municipality, 
with respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The f~egional Corporation may enter into an agree-
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of the cost of the supply and distribu-
tion of water. 
(14) The clerk of an area municipality shall, on notice 
to him hy the treasurer of the Regional Corporation of an 
amount due in respect of the supply of water and by whom 
it is due an<l the lands on '.Vhich a lien is claimed, enter the 
amount due upon the collector's roll of the area municipality 
and subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 30 of The Public 
Utilities Act apply and the moneys collected shall be for-
·warded to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(15) All urban service areas as they exist on the JJ,;t day 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, 
in an area municipality continue until such time as the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
56.-(1) On an<l after the 1st clay of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall, except as provided in sub-
section 12, have the sole responsibility for the collection an<l 
disposal of all sewage in the R(•gional Arca, including the 
establishment, construction, maintenance, operation and 
financing thereof, an<l all the provisions of any general Act 
relating to such collection and disposal of such sewag1~ an<l 
the financing thereof by a municipal corporation or a local 
board thereof and all the provisions of any special Act 
relating to such collection and disposal of such sewage and 
the financing thereof by an area municipality or a local boar<l 
thereof apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Corporation , 
except the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost, including the establishment. con-
struct10n, maintenance, operation and debt charge,;, of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
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(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate, which 
does not require the approval of the ~fonicipal Board 
and such surcharge shall be collectable in the same 
manner as water rates; 
(b) by establishing one or more urban service arc'as 
with the approval of the }lunicipal Board and 
imposing a rate or rates in such area or areas; or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized by law or by 
any combination thereof. 
1121 
(3) rf the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local ~f~g~g,;lon 
Improvement Act, or any other Act involving the use of a ~~f:;;"~~Jnt 
collector's roll, an area municipality shall provide all informa- collect.ion 
. l b 1 R . l C' . f h f of special t10n requestec .Y t 1e eg10na orporat1on or t e purpose 0 assessments 
the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the ~-~5~· 1970-
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forwarrl the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
same manner as taxes and remit the same \vith the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the l{egional Corporation does not proceed bv Rcegionatl. 
• • J orpora ion 
1mposmg a surcharge on the water rate, or under Th( Local may require 
hnprm..'ement ,-let, or under section 362 of The Municipal Act, ~ri:iri~m-
1 v · J C · · · . 1. to collect t le i"eg10na orporahon may require any area mumc1pa 1ty moneys 
to collect the sums required for financing the collection and ~~~g~~70_ 
disposal of sewage either by a general rate in the area mnnici- cc. 255. 284 
pality or by a special rate on an urban service area within 
such area municipality and such special rate does not require 
the approval of the ::VIunicipal Board. 
(5) ;\Jotwithstanding any general or special 1\ct, the g~~rK''t'.'~ of 
Municipal Board rnav hear and determine anv a1)plication bv undertaking. 
- . , ew 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking;, · 
work, project or scheme relating to the collection and disposal 
of sewage without having regard to the methods bv which 
the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, v.-ork, project or scheme for which approval 
is being sought. 
(6} Where application is made to th<' .\-lunicipal Hoard for ~~'>1.I:~or 
its approval to the method of rt>covering tlll' cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection 5 and the Board dot's not approve thc 
application or approves it in part only, th(' Board may direct 
the method by which th<' cost, or th(' portion of the cost 
in respect of which the ;i,pplicatiun is not apprnve<i, shall lw 
recovered. 
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(7) Subject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st day of 
j anuary , 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercise 
any powers under any Act for the collection and disposal of 
sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in sub-
section 12. 
(8) All sewage works, sewer systems and treatment works, 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinery, equipment , 
devices, intakes and outfalls or outlets, or other works 
designed for the interception, collection, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, including all 
assets and liabilities, surpluses, reserves and deficits of an 
area municipality relating thereto, except as provided in 
subsection 12, and all real and personal property of any 
nature whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the collection 
and disposal of such sewage in the Regional Area by any 
area municipality arc vested in the Regional Corporation on the 
1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or damages 
sl1all be payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) Tl1e Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of tl1e property 
assumed by the I<.egional Corporation under subsection 8, 
but nothing in this subsection requires the R egional Cor-
poration to pay that portion of the amounts of principal 
and interest that under The Local Improvement A ct, is payable 
as the owners' share of the local improvement work. 
(10) If the R egional Corporation fails to make a n_v pa\'-
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may 
charge the R egional Corporation interest at the rate of 
12 per cent per annum thereon or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) 'With respect to any agreements entered in to by any 
municipality or local hoard thereof in the Regional Arca 
respecting the interception, collecting. settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, except as 
provided for in subsection 12, the R egional Corporation sha ll 
stand in the place and stead of such municipa lity or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) Subject to snbse~tion 13, each area municipality is 
responsible for land drainage, including storm, surfacl" , 
overflow, subsurface, or seepage 'vaters or other drainage 
from land, within the municipality and including the 
d rainage of any road in the municipality that does not form 
part of the regional road system . 
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(13) The Regional Corporation ma)' undertake snch land Rceg-lona
1
1
. 
orpora .1on 
drainage, including the assumption of anv work or works of may under-
. . . . . l ~ h take land 
an area mumupahty pertammg t iereto, m thew ole or anyctrainage 
part or parts of the Regional Arca, and \.vhcre th!' l-frgional program 
Corporation does so the provisions of this Part apply, 
mutatis mutandis, to the establishment, construction, mainte-
nance, operation and financing thereof. 
(14) The Regional Corporation may enter into agree- Agreements 
ments with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, 
including a regional, district or metropolitan municipality 
\vith respect to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(15) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree- Idem 
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovl~ry of costs of the collection and disposal 
of S('wage. 
(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st clay~;G~i{~~rvlce 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part,areas 
in an area municipality continue until such tirne a,, the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
5~.--(1) Subsection 1 of section 123 of the said Act, as amended~n\~3n~~d. 
hy the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 147, section 10, 
is further amended by striking out "and 254" in the third 
line and inserting in lieu thereof "254, subsection 3 of 
section 308 and section 348" and by inserting after "9" 
in th\' third line "10, 11, 12". 
(2) The said section 123, as amended by tlw Statutes of~;,~~ded 
Ontario, 1973, chapter 147, section 10 and 1974, chapter .'i, 
section 6, is further amended hy adding thereto the 
following subsection: 
(la) \Vhere the Regional Council passes a by-law tmckr~eo"~~;:~d 
subsection 1 of section 362a of The Jlunicipal Act, the co1111cil water . 
f • • . . connP.ct1onfi o any area mumc1pality may exeruse the powers con tamed H..s.o. 1970. 
in suhscctions S, 6 and 7 of the said section, as if the hy-lawc· 284 
passed by the Regional Council had been pas:;cd hv the 
council of such area municipality. 
i)a. Section 126 of the sai<l Act is amended by striking out "not~~~;;d.,d 
to exceed in any year a sum cakulatcd at one-tenth of ouc 
mill in the dollar upon the total assessment upon wltir!t the 
regional levy is apportioned among the area municipalities under 
subsection 3 of section 89" in the first, second, third, fourth 
and fifth lines and bv striking out "and for which grnnt or 
grants there is no cxpn:ss authority prO\·id<'d h\· an\' nt hn 
A.ct" in the ninth and tenth lines. 
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;)-!. Subsection 3 of section 139 of the said Act is amended by 
striking out "and may charge fees for the use of such property, 
which fees may vary in respect of different classes of waste" 
in the ninth, tenth and eleventh lines and inserting in lieu 
thereof "and may prescribe rates or charges for the use of such 
property, which rates or charges may relate to the volume, 
weight, or class of waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council 
considers appropriate in the circumstances". 
PART X 
THE REGTO:-JAL :vIUNICIPJ\LITY OF llALDl:\IA~D-l\ORFOJ.K 
5.is. Section 18 of The Regional Aiunicipali~y of Haldimand-IVorfolk 
Act, 1973, being chapter 96, is repealed and the following 
substituted therefor: 
18.-(1) \Vhen the chairman is absent or rcfusl~S to act, 
or his office is vacant, the Regional Council may by resolu-
tion appoint one of its members to act in his place and 
stead and, while so acting, such member has and mav exercise 
all the rights, powers and authority of the chairman_-
(2) The Regional Council may by by-law appoint a 
ml'tnber of the Regional Council to act from time to time Ill 
the placl' and stead of the chairman when the chairman is 
absent from the Regional Area or absent through illness or 
his office is vacant and, while so acting, such member has 
and may exercise all the rights, powers and authority of the 
chairman. 
56. Sections 78 and 79 of the said Act, as enacted by the Statutes 
of Ontario, 1973, chapter 155, section 4, are repealed and the 
following substituted therefor: 
78.-(1) On and after the 1st day of January, 1975, the 
Regional Corporation shall have the sole responsibility for 
the supply and distribution of water in the Regional Area, 
including the establishment, construction, maintenance, oper-
ation, improvement and the extension of waterworks systems 
and the financing thereof and all the provisions of any general 
Act relating to such supply and distribution of \Vater and the 
financing thereof by a municipal corporation or a local board 
thereof and all of the provision'- of any special Ad relating 
to such supply and distribution of water and the ti.nn.ncing 
thereof by an area municipality or a local hoard thereof. 
apply mutalis mutandis to the Regional Corporation. <'xcept 
the po\ver to establish a public utilities rommissio11. 
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(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or 
any part of the cost and debt charges of such supply and 
distribution of water by establishing one or more urban ser-
vice areas with the approval of the :\Iunicipal Board and 
raising the moneys required by imposing a rate or rates in 
such area or areas or may raise the moneys required hy any 
other method or methods authorized by law or by any com-
bination thereof. 
1125 
Method of 
financing 
(3) If the Regional Corporation proceeds under The Local Prepar.ation of special 
Improvement A ct, or any other Act involving the use of a assessment 
. . 1· I I .d 11 . f rollsand collector's roll, an area mumctpa ity s 1al prov1 c a m orma- collection 
. d h l R . 1 C . f th ofspec1al t10n requeste y t 1c cgtona ,orporatton or e purpose assessments 
of the preparation of the special assessment rolls, and the ~-~1;2 1970· 
clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of the 
area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation docs not proceed under R0 egionatl. • M~ralOO 
The Local Improvement Act or under sect10n 362 of The may require 
'1 · · / h R · l C · . area mum-
"" unicipa Act, t e eg10na orporat10n may requtrc any cipality to 
. . 1· 11 } . d f fi . collect area murnc1pa 1ty to co ect t ie sums require or nancmg moneys 
such supplv and distribution of water either bv a general R.s.o. rn70 , ~ " cc. 255, 284 
rate in the area municipality or by a special rate on an 
urban service area within such area municipality and such 
special rate docs not require the approval of the Municipal 
Board. 
(5) )J°otwithstanding any general or special Act, the MJN;vt~or 
l\'lunicipal Board may ]1ear and determine any application by undertaking, 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, etc. 
work, project or scheme relating to such supply and distribu-
tion of water without having regard to the methods by which 
the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, work, project or scheme for \vhich apprn,·al is 
being sought. 
(6) \.Vhere application is mark to tit,· ~[uillnp<il l~uanl Jur b~Mb:sor 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the l~oanl may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the cost 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall he 
recovered. 
(7) Suhjccl to subo.ertion l3, on or after the 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have 
Area mnnici· 
ht day of palities no 
· . power to 
or cx<•rc1se supply and 
distribute 
water 
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any powers under any Act for such supply and distribution 
of water, or the fmancing thereof. 
(8) All waterworks, supply systems, meters, mechanical 
equipment and all real and personal property of any nature 
whatsoever used solely for the purpose of the supply and 
distribution of water and all other assets, liabilities and 
surplusc'S or deficits, including reserves, of the local munici-
palities relating to any facility for such supply and distribu-
tion of water in the Regional Area or for any area munici-
pality is vested in the Regional Corporation effective the 
1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or damages 
shall be payable to any area municipality in respect thereof. 
(9) The Regional Corporation shall pay to the corporation 
of any area municipality before the due date all amounts of 
principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
assumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, 
but nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Cor-
poration to pay that portion of the amounts of principal 
and interest that under The Local Improvement Act is payable 
as the owners' share of a local improvement work. 
(10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may 
charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rate of 
12 per cent per annum thereon, or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines, from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) \Vi th respect to any agreements entered into by any 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Arca 
respecting such supply and distribution of water. the 
Regional Corporation shall, on and after the 1st day of 
January, 1974, stand in the place and stead of such munici-
pality or local board for all purposes of any such agree-
ment. 
( 12) The Regional Corporation may enter into agreements 
with the corporation of any adjoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or metropolitan municipality, with re5pect 
to the matters provided for in this Part. 
(13) The Regional Corporation may enter into an agree-
ment with any area municipality or local board thereof 
regarding the recovery of the cost of the supply and distribu-
tion of water. 
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(14) The clerk of an area municipality shall , on notice ~1~~';{0b,i 
to him by the treasurer of the R egional Corporation of an ~g[f8ctor·s 
amount due in respect of the supply of water and by whom 
it is due and the lands on which a lien is claimed, enter the 
amount due upon the collector's roll of the area rn unici-
pality and subsections 2, 3 and 4 of section 30 of The Public ~fa~). 1970. 
Utilities Act apply and the moneys collected shall be for-
warded to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(15) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st clay ~;~~~~~rvicc 
of December, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this Part, areas 
in an area municipality continue until such time as the 
Regional Council otherwise determines. 
79.-(1) On and after the 1st clay of_ Jan_uary, 1975, the ~~j:~~~:lion 
Regional Corporat10n shall, except as provided m suhsectrnn 12, responsibility 
h l ·h·l· f l ll . i 1. I f for collcct1on have t e so e respons1 1 itv or t 1e co ect10n an< < isposa o and disposal 
11 . h R . l- \ . 1 d. 1 bl' 1 of sewage a sewage m t e eg1ona 1 rea, mc 11 mg t 1e est a is 1111ent, 
construction, maintenance, operation and financing thereof, 
and all the provisions of any general Act relating to such 
collection and disposal of such sewage and the financing 
thereof hy a municipal corporation or a local hoard thereof 
and all the provisions of any special Act relating to such 
collection and disposal of such sewage and the financing 
thereof by an area municipality or a local board thereof 
apply mutatis mutandis to the Regional Corporation, except 
the power to establish a public utilities commission. 
(2) The Regional Corporation may finance the whole or .Methe.ct ~r 
. l . ·h 1. financrnn any part of the cost, inc uding t e estab 1shrnent. con-
struction, maintenance, operation and debt charg1·s, of 
collection and disposal of sewage, 
(a) by imposing a surcharge on the water rate, \vhicli 
docs not require the approval of the Municipal Board 
and such surcharge shall be collectable in the same 
manner as water rates; 
(b) by establishing one or more urban service areas 
with the approval of the Municipal Board and 
imposing a rate or rates in such area or areas: or 
(c) by any method or methods authorized hy law or hy 
any combination thereof. 
(3) If the Regional Corpor·nion proceeds under Tiu: I oral Preparation 
, < · • • - ofspcc!al 
I mprovrment A ct or any other Act involving the use of a assessment 
, ' . . . . . r·olls and 
collectors roll, an area mnmc1pahty shall provide all mforrn;1 - collection 
. l l l !-' . 1 C . f 1 of special t10n rcquestcc >y t le , eg1ona orporat10n or t H' ptupos(' asscssmcn1" 
of the preparation of the sper.ial assessment roll,;, and the ~2~~>. 197o. 
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clerk of the Regional Corporation, after certifying the special 
assessment rolls, shall forward the same to the treasurer of 
the area municipality concerned who shall enter the special 
assessments on the collector's roll and collect the same in the 
same manner as taxes and remit the same with the penalties, 
if any, to the treasurer of the Regional Corporation. 
(4) Where the Regional Corporation does not proceed by 
imposing a surcharge on the water rate, or under The Local 
I mprovenient A ct, or under section 362 of The 111 unicipal A ct, 
the Regional Corporation may require any area municipality 
to collect the sums required for financing the collection 
and disposal of sewage either by a general rate in the area 
municipality or by a special rate on an urban service area 
within such area municipality and such special rate does not 
require the approval of the Municipal Board. 
(5) Notwithstanding any general or special Act, the 
:..Iunicipal Board may hear and determine any application by 
the Regional Corporation for approval of any undertaking, 
\vork, project or scheme relating to the collection and disposal 
of sewage without having regard to the methocb by which 
the Regional Corporation intends to recover the costs of the 
undertaking, work, project or scheme for which approval is 
being sought. 
(6) Where application is made to the l\Iunicipal Board for 
its approval to the method of recovering the cost of an 
undertaking, work, project or scheme approved by the Board 
under subsection 5 and the Board does not approve the 
application or approves it in part only, the Board may direct 
the method by which the cost, or the portion of the co;;t 
in respect of which the application is not approved, shall be 
recovered. 
(7) Subject to subsection 15, on and after the 1st clay of 
January, 1975, no area municipality shall have or exercise 
any powers under any Act for the collection and dispo,;a] 
of sewage, or the financing thereof, except as provided in 
subsection 12. 
(8) AH sewage works, Se\vcr systems and treatment mirb, 
including buildings, structures, plant, machinery, eq ui prnent . 
devices, intakes and outfalls or outlets, or other works 
designed for the interception, collection, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, including all 
assets and liabilities, surpluses, reserves and deficits of an 
area municipality relating thereto, except as provided in 
subsection 12, and all real and personal property of an~· 
nature \Vhatsoever used solely for the purpose of the collection 
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and disposal of such sewage in the Regional Area hy any 
area municipality arc vested in the Regional Corporation on 
the 1st day of January, 1974, and no compensation or 
damages shall be payable to any area municipality in 
respect thereof. 
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(9) The Regional Corporation shall I)ay to the corporation R0 cgionatl1 . . . - orl?ora on 
of any area mumc1pahty before the due date all amounts liability 
of principal and interest becoming due upon any outstanding 
debt of such area municipality in respect of the property 
assumed by the Regional Corporation under subsection 8, 
but nothing in this subsection requires the Regional Cor-
poration to pay that portion of the amounts of principal 
and interest that, under The Local Improvement A ct, is payable R.if-1970. 
as the owners' share of the local improvement work. c. 
(10) If the Regional Corporation fails to make any pay-Default 
ment as required by subsection 9, the area municipality may 
charge the Regional Corporation interest at the rat(' of 
12 per cent per annum thereon or such lower rate as the 
council of the area municipality determines from such date 
until payment is made. 
(11) \Vith respect to any agreements entered into by any Agreements 
municipality or local board thereof in the Regional Arca 
respecting the interception, coll('cting, settling, treating, 
dispersing, disposing or discharging of sewage, except as 
provided for in subsection 12, the l\egional Corporation shall 
stand in the place and stead of such municipality or local 
board for all purposes of any such agreement. 
(12) Subject to subsection 13, each area municipalitv isArea. . . 
'bl f 1 d I . . 1 d. t" mun101pal1ty respons1 e or an c ramage, me u mg storm, sur ace, responsibility 
fl l f l d · for storm over ow, su >Sur ace, or seepage waters or ot 1er ramagcdrainage 
from land, within the municipality and including the 
drainage of any road in the municipality that docs not 
form part of the regional road system. 
(13) The Regional Corporation mav undertake such land Regional. 
· Corporat10n 
drainage, including the assumption of any \Vork or works may under-
f - . . 1. . . h . h ] I take land o an area mumc1pa 1ty p<:>rtammg t ereto, m t e w io c or drainage 
any part or parts of the Regional Arca, and where the program 
Regional Corporation docs so the provisions of this Part 
apply, mutatis mutandis, to the establishment, construction, 
maintenance, operation and financing thereof. 
(14) The Regional Corporation m;:i.y entt>r into agreement:-; Agreements 
with the corporation of any a<ljoining municipality, including 
a regional, district or rndropolitan municipality with respPct 
to the matters provided for in this Part. 
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{ 15) The Regional Corporation may enter in to an agree-
ment with any area municipality or local hoard thereof 
regarding the recovery of costs of the collection and 
disposal of sewage. 
(16) All urban service areas as they exist on the 31st 
day of Decemher, 1974, pertaining to the purposes of this 
Part, in an area municipality continue until such time as 
the Regional Council otherwise determines. 
57. - (1) Subsection 1 of section 119 of the said Act, as enacted 
by the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 155, section 4., 
is amended by striking out "and 254" in the third line 
and inserting in lieu thereof "254, subsection 3 of section 
308 and section 348" and by inserting after "9" in the 
thini line "10, 11, 12", 
(2) The said section 119, as amended bv the Statutes of 
Ontario, 1974, chapter S, section 7, i~ further amended 
hy adding thereto the following subsection: 
(la) \\.'here the Regional Council passes a hy-law under 
subsection 1 of section 362a of The Jfunicipa! Act, the 
council of any area municipality may exercise the powers 
contained in subsections 5, 6 and 7 of the said section, as 
if the hy-law passed by the Regional Council harl hc:en 
passed by the council of such area municipality. 
(3) Subsection 9 of the said section 119, as re-enacted hv 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1974, chapter 5 , section 7, 1s 
repealerl and the following substituted therefor: 
(9) \Vhere any local municipality has pas:"erl a by-law 
that, prior to its corning into force requires the appro\'al of 
any minister of the Crown, any provincial ministry, the 
l\fonicipal Board or any provincial body or agency, and such 
approval has not heen obtained prior to the 31st day of ~larch, 
1974, the council of the successor area municipality to such 
local municipality, or the Regional Council when the sub-
ject-matter of the by-law pertains to a function of the 
Regional Corporation, shall be entitled to initiate or continue 
the procedure to ohtain such approval to the by-law paso.erl 
by the local municipality, in so far as it pertain,-. to such 
area municipality or the Regional Corporation and the pro-
visions of subsection 8 appl:>' mutafis mutandis to any snch 
hy-law. 
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58. Section 122 of the said _:'.ct, as. enacted by the Statut~s . of ~ii~~ded 
Ontano, 1973, chapter bS, sect10n 4, 1s amended by stnkmg 
out "not to exceed in any year a sum calculated at one-
tcn th of one mill in the dollar upon the total assessment 
upon which the regional levy is apportioned among the 
area municipalities under subsection 3 of section 84" in the 
first. second, third, fourth and fifth lines and by striking 
out "and for which grant or grants there is no express 
authority provided by any other Act" in the ninth and 
tenth lines. 
5H. Subsection 3 of section 135 of the said Act, as enacted by ~,I;!5n~id 
the Statutes of Ontario, 1973, chapter 155, section 4, is 
amended by striking out "and may charge fees for the 
use of such property, which fees may vary in respect of 
different classes of \Vaste" in the ninth, tenth and eleventh 
lines and inserting in lieu thereof "and may prescribe rates 
or charges for the use of such property, which rates or 
charges may relate to the volume, weight, or class of 
waste, or otherwise as the Regional Council considers appro-
priate in the circums lances". 
llHSCELLA:-JEOUS 
60.- (1) This Act, except sections 2, 27, 28, 36, 41, 46, 48, 51 and ~oe~f:1ence-
56, comes into force on the day it receives Royal Assent. 
(2) Section 48 shall be deemed to lw ve come into force on 
the 1st day of January, 1974. 
(3) Sections 2, 27, 28, 36, 41, 46, SI and 56 come into force 
on the 1st day of January, 11J75. 
61. This Act may be cited as The Regional Municipafrties A mend- Short title 
men/ Acl, 1974 (?-lo. 2). 

